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Scope
e of Surv
vey
The alterrnative inves
sting industryy stands closse to $3 trilliion in AUM with
w an averrage
performa
ance of 3.3%
% in 2014. Th
his was far below
b
the ge
eneral S&P 500
5 return off 13.7%, but in
spite of poor
p
perform
mance, investors continued to demon
nstrate their interests in alternative
investing
g space and the industryy raked in ab
bout $75 billio
on in 2014, according
a
to
o HFR.
As adviso
ors to the altternative invvesting indusstry, it is imp
perative we know
k
the trends of this
massive industry. Ac
ccordingly, in
n this surveyy, we explore
e trends acro
oss time for the years 20
0132015, as well as showing how co
ompelling he
edge funds are
a compare
ed to other alternative
investme
ent products such are private equity and liquid alternatives.

Executive Summ
mary
Allocation appetite among investtors remainss strong and largely unafffected by hiigh profile exxits
of some pension funds and lackluster industtry performan
nce in 2014..
In 2015, investors wiill likely pay more attenttion to fund
d performan
nce than portfolio
characte
eristics. This
s was a flip of previous years’
y
preferences, sign
naling that in
nvestors now
w
demand meaningful investment returns,
r
rega
ardless of what product advantages, such as no
oncorrelatio
on benefits, a product may bring.
High feess and unfrien
ndly investor terms keep
p allocators at bay. How
wever, hedge
e funds appe
ear to
have beccome more ‘investor friendly’ in 2014
4.
The top preference in the hedg
ge fund spa
ace continues to be L/S
S Equity strrategies. There
is a renew
wed interestt in Global Macro
M
strateg
gy probably stemming frrom an alpha
a rich
environm
ment associa
ated with cen
ntral bank po
olicy diverge
ency and global growth dispersion.
d
The interest in Com
mmodities and Energy strategies has
h explode
ed! For 2015
5, we are
g a huge hik
ke in interestt in Commod
dities and En
nergy strateg
gies, likely as
a investors see
s
expecting
favorable
e price entry
y points as well
w as distresssed debt op
pportunities in oil-related
d companiess.
Emergin
ng Markets continue
c
to
o lose their appeal
a
in 20
015. This is not surprisin
ng given the
global se
entiment with
h slowing gro
owth in Chin
na, Russia, Brazil
B
and the likely interrest rate hike
e in
the US. The
T bright sp
pots would in
nclude Africa
a, Mexico an
nd India.
Private Equity
E
rema
ains the mo
ost attractive
e investmen
nt substitutte to hedge funds, and
there is significantly
s
increased interest in Real
R
Estate funds.
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Survey Results
1. In 2015, would you consider allocating to hedge funds?
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YES, but only if we find
the appropriate manager

YES, now should be a
good time

PERHAPS, but we'll wait NO, too much admin, high
fees and risks involved
and see how the year
develops

NO, we have been
disappointed by the
industry

 Allocation appetite appears generally strong but mixed. Most of the allocators indicate
that they are looking to make investments to hedge funds. Departing from earlier years, a
significant portion of investors now dismisses hedge funds based on the admin hassle and
risks involved.

2. Within the hedge fund space, what sectors do you think would be
especially interesting in 2015?
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 The top preference is L/S Equity strategies. The trend to invest in funds that look at
company fundamentals as US economic growth continues. The Fed and other external
factors have less of an impact.
 Interest in Commodities and Energy strategies explodes! For the coming year, we are
expecting a huge hike in interest in Commodities and Energy strategies, likely on the back of
investors seeing good price entry points as well as distressed debt opportunities in oilrelated companies.
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 Investors are shying away from Event Driven strategies, a departure from last year’s
trend.
 Macro Strategies also have become favorable. The policy divergence of central banks
worldwide gives rise of the opportunity on top-down approach on betting on economic trends
across the world.
 Emerging Markets continue to lose their appeal in 2015. This is not surprising given the
global sentiment with slow growth in China, Russia, Brazil and the likely pending interest
rate hike in the US. The bright spots would include Africa, Mexico and India. There is less
interest in Mortgage strategies too.

3. What other investment opportunities would you consider, if unwilling or
unable to consider hedge funds?
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'Public' Hedge Funds

Private Equity is the most attractive investment substitute to hedge funds.
Interests in Direct Investments and Cash remain relatively steady across the time horizon.
ETFs and mutual funds are less attractive substitutes to hedge funds.
There is more interest in Real Estate Funds.
“Public” Hedge Funds divert some interests from traditional hedge funds. It might be partially
due to the more liquid terms of these fund vehicles.
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4. What are the most important criteria for a hedge fund that you would
consider investing in?
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 Performance and a Long Track Record are more important: the focus for investors is on
positive investment returns and on the sustainability and reliability to produce them.
 Portfolio Characteristics drop significantly as criteria: How an investment product fits in
an investor’s portfolio and what portfolio benefits it may bring, appears less important.
 Low fees & Attractive terms remain an important criterion for investors.

5. What are the considerations that discourage you most in investing in
hedge funds?
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 Again, investors show their emphasis on investment returns, with Lackluster Performance
growing in significance why investors are discouraged by hedge funds.
 High fees and unfriendly investor terms keep allocators at bay. However, hedge funds
seem to have become more ‘investor friendly’ in 2014 while this consideration is less
significant for investors now than it was the past.
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6. Has the withdrawal of some prominent large hedge fund investors (like
CalPERS in CA, PFZW in Holland) made you more skeptical to investing in a
hedge fund?
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No, doesn't affect me

Perhaps, but I'll wait and see

 Investors seem generally not affected by some large pension funds’ decision to exit
hedge fund investing.
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What type of allocators participated in the survey?
 Over 500 allocators were sent the
survey in early 2015, of which a portion
responded. The largest groups of
responders were investor consultants and
family offices.
 Eight types of allocators responded.
There was no analysis made on the basis
of allocator type; the survey responders
were anonymous and the answers
aggregated.
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